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3. DERIVATIVES IN SPACES OF CONTINUOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONS
(8.3.1) Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces. Then the mapping (u,v)-+v°u
(also written vu) of &(E; F) x jSf(F; G) into &(E; G) is differentiate, and
the derivative at the point (u0 91?0) is the mapping (s, t) -» v0 ° s + t ° u0.
If we observe that, by (5.7.5), the mapping (u,v)-^v°u is bilinear and
continuous, the result is a special case of (8.1.4).
(83.2) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, such that there exists at least a linear
homeomorphism ofE onto F. Then the set 2tf of these linear homeomorphisms
is open in «S?(E; F); the mapping u-*u~l of 2tf onto the set #? ~"1 of linear
homeomorphisms ofp onto E is continuous an d different table, and the derivative
ofu~>u~1at the point u0 is the linear mapping (of JS?(E; F) into »S?(F; E))
s-+ -w^osowo1-
L   We consider first the case F = E, and write 1E for the identity
mapping of E. Then:
(8.3.2.1)   If HI < 1 in JS?(E;E), the linear mapping 1E + w is a homeo-
morphism, its inverse (1E + w)"1 is equal to the sum of the absolutely convergent
oo
series £ (— 1)V, and we have
(8.3.2.2)	||(1E + w)-1 - 1E + w\\ « ||w||2/(l
We have £ «»»" = (!- ||wHN+1)/(l - N|) < 1/(1 - ||w||),   hence,   by
n=0
(5.7.5), (5.3.1), (5.3.2) and (5.7.3), the series   £ (-1)V is absolutely
n = 0
convergent in 3! (E; E). Moreover, we have
(1E + w)(lB - w • + w2 + - - • + (~l)NwN)
and as wN+1 tends to 0 with 1/N, we have by definition and by (5.7.5), for the
00
element » = ^(-l)V of JS?(E;E), (1E + w)v = u(lE + w) = 1E, which
proves the first two statements; the inequality (8.3.2.2) follows from the
relation (1E + w)'1 - 1E + w = w>2(lE - w + w2 +•••), and from (5.7.5)
and (5.3.2).

